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In this paper, we propose a framework for specifying the documentation needed for each kind of framework usage, and we study existing approaches for the extent to which they address those needs. Our approach is based on an analysis of the various framework (re-)use cases, ranging from simple instantiation to the case of mining a framework for design ideas to use in other frameworks. For each s u c h (re-)use case, we identify a set of elementary (software) engineering tasks, each w i t h its own documentation needs such needs are expressed in terms of documentation primitives. This setting is shown in Figure 1 Butler et al. 1998 ], each with their own demands on documentation.
Regular use
|Selecting: A framework is selected as being appropriate for the intended application. |Instantiating: A framework is instantiated for a particular problem by selecting concrete classes for the hotspots from an existing library, o r b y extending partially abstract classes in o n e o f t h e ways planned by t h e framework designer.
Extended use |Flexing: A hotspot is customized in a way that was not planned for by t h e framework designer, yet the customization is consistent with the obligations and constraints of the design. |Composing: Two frameworks are used in conjunction, possibly sharing participants and messages or message sequences Mili et al. 1997 ].
Maintenance and reuse |Evolving: A framework is maintained to either increase the exibility of existing hotspots, or to add new hotspots. |Mining: A framework is mined for ideas that might b e applicable in other contexts, such as a framework or a system for another domain Keller et al. 1998 ].
Decomposing (Re-)use Cases into Elementary Engineering Tasks
The six kinds of (re-)uses identi ed above require increasingly more intimate knowledge of the structure and behavior of the framework, and are described in more detail below in terms of elementary engineering tasks.
Selecting: The selection process requires matching a description of the problem at hand to a description of the framework. If the framework is domain-speci c, an enumeration of the participant classes may be su cient to ascertain the appropriateness of the framework we refer to this task as data matching. If the framework is domain independent and o ers a service (e.g. persistence, graphical interfaces), or a service in a way that optimizes a design criterion, the matching is more complex and involves analyzing structure manipulation we refer to it as computational matching.
Instantiating: The instantiation process requires lling in the hotspots. This may i n volve three tasks: i) interface matching, i i ) behavioral/computational matching, and iii) coding behavior. Interface matching is used to ascertain that a concrete class supports all the methods expected by the other framework participants, and involves comparing signatures. It is similar to data matching, although far more detailed. Behavioral matching is concerned with the actual processing done by t h e individual methods to ensure that when a concrete class is used, the proper message sequence is triggered. Behavioral matching is similar to computational matching, although the latter is concerned with domain independent structure manipulation while the former may carry domain semantics. Coding behavior is concerned with implementing behavior according to some speci cations.
Flexing: Flexing occurs when a concrete class matches the requirements of a framework participant, without the match b e i n g a n ticipated by the designer. This often means that the concrete class has the required computational structure, but does not carry the domain semantics envisioned by the designer. Hence, exing substitutes domain semantics by generic structure manipulation before doing the matching. We call this translation step domain abstraction.
Composing: We limit our discussion to two clear-cut cases, superposition and functional composition Mili 1996] . Superposition refers to the case where two frameworks share one or more participants, and where the same initial message triggers two message sequences, one within each framework. Functional composition refers to the case where two frameworks share participants in such a w ay t h a t t wo message sequences are concatenated into a single serial one Mili et al. 1997] .
Evolving: The key to framework exibility is the explicit separation (and implementation) of the variable parts of an application family from the xed parts. That separation is never clear cut, and is usually re ned through iterative decomposition, whereby a framework participant is split into two, a xed part and a variable part. Thus, evolving often requires domain abstraction to identify a xed part. From that point on, it involves almost the reverse operations of the composing case.
Mining: Mining consists of identifying subsets of the framework which m a y b e reused within a di erent framework. It is useful to think of mining as a sequence of 1) selecting a subset of the participants, 2) performing behavioral slicing, and 3) performing domain abstraction. The second step isolates the message subsequences involving only the subset of participants identi ed in step one. The third step is used when moving to a di erent application domain. The above descriptions are idealizations of what might b e a sequence of messy and poorly structured cognitive tasks they are useful nonetheless to help us identify the information needed for each elementary task and (re-)use case.
Framework documentation primitives
We n o w l o o k a t t h e v arious kinds of documentation primitives. We distinguish between two dimensions, \what" is being documented, and \how". Under the \how", we distinguish between two s t yles, static descriptions and dynamic descriptions. |Structural dependencies between the participants (SDP): This is described in terms of structural relations between the participants. A static description speci es the binding of the various participants to each other. A dynamic description typically shows an assembly sequence of the various participants| we call these instantiation scenarios in Mili et al. 1997] .
|Behavioral dependencies between the participants (BDP): This describes inter-object behavior, which is often a consequence of the structural dependencies. A static description may be a set of behavioral axioms involving several A F ramework for F ramework Documentation 5 participant methods. A dynamic description typically consists of so-called message sequences Mili et al. 1997] .
|Computational dependencies between the participants (CDP): T h i s i s a domain-independent B D P . Table 1 shows, for each elementary engineering task described earlier, the documentation primitives| and the speci c style| needed to support the task. 
AN EVALUATION OF EXISTING DOCUMENTATION TECHNIQUES
In this section, we l o o k a t s o m e m a j o r a p p r o a c hes that have been used to document frameworks. They may be goal-driven, or provide context or reference material, or provide descriptions or speci cations of interfaces, interactions, architecture and micro-architecture. We rst describe the various approaches, and then identify the documentation primitives they comprise. Based on this, we are able to determine which framework (re-)use cases each one of these approaches supports.
An overview of documentation approaches
The source code of example applications is often the rst and only documentation provided to application developers. Documentation requires a graded set of training examples. Each should illustrate a single new hotspot, starting with the simplest and most common form of reuse for that hotspot. A recipe describes how to perform a typical example of reuse during application development. The information is presented in informal natural language, perhaps with some pictures, and usually with sample source code. A cookbook is a collection of recipes. A guide to the contents of the recipes is generally provided, either as a table of contents, or by the rst recipe acting as an overview for the cookbook.
The interface c ontract of a class provides a speci cation of the class interface and class invariants in isolation. A c o n tract speci es the type constraints given by t h e signature of a method, and the interface semantics of the method.
An interaction contract deals with the co-operative behavior of several participants that interact to achieve a joint g o a l . It speci es preconditions on participants required to establish the contract, and the invariant to be maintained by these participants Lajoie and Keller 1995] .
A design pattern Gamma et al. 1994 ] provides an abstraction above the level of classes and objects. Design patterns capture design experience at the microarchitecture level, by specifying the relationship between classes and objects involved in a particular design problem Keller et al. 1998 ].
A framework overview de nes the jargon of the domain and delineates the scope of the framework: just what is covered by the framework and what is not, as well as what is xed and what is exible in the framework. A simple application can be reviewed, and an overview of the documentation can be presented.
A reference manual for a framework consists of a description of each class, together with global variables, constants, and types. Typically, a class description presents the purpose or responsibility of the class, the role of each data member, and some information about each method. 3.2 An evaluation based on (re-)use cases Table 2 shows the contents of the di erent d o c u m e n tation approaches in terms of the documentation primitives described earlier, and the style most likely used. The value \implicit" means that the documentation primitive at hand is embodied in the documentation available and may be extracted using a reasonable e ort. Table 2 , we are able to summarize in Table 3 , for each d o c u m e n tation approach, the kind of framework (re-)use cases supported by the approach. The entry \Y" indicates that the documentation approach strongly supports the framework (re-)use case, while an entry \y" indicates support (but not strong support).
DISCUSSION
The challenge is to build a documentation that is orthogonal, cross-referenced, and economical, both to build and to understand. The quality of documentation is an essential factor in the reusability of software. It is also the most di cult to formalize. The framework for framework documentation makes explicit the di erent kinds of framework use and reuse, the elementary engineering tasks involved, and the documentation primitives that support those tasks. We focus on the needs of Table 3 . Relating Documentation Approaches to Framework (Re-)use development with reuse: how t h e existence of a framework modi es the software process, what information is needed, how it is accessed and applied, and how t h e abstract descriptions map to concrete applications. This provides a critical assessment of documentation and support tools from the perspective of the reuser.
Research c o n tinues on tools that support the (re-)use of frameworks by a n a ppropriate mix of documentation primitives. Perhaps our greatest challenge is the knowledge acquisition problem of obtaining the framework documentation from the framework developers.
